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"SLIPPY McGEE"
SELLING RESEARCH

i

Selling research, or perhaps more
properly, selling the products of research is a phase of the subject which
is seldom mentioned and I think not
generally well understood. As to the
value of research, it seems to me that
my readers -need no argunments or examples to convince them that research
is worth while. If such is needed fromnt
me, it should be sufficient to mention
that my company, for quite a number
of years, has expended upwards of
half a million dollars a year for research with an ever increasing program for the future. 'The present industrial depression has somewhat restricted our activities, but our plants
for expansion will undoubtedly go forward as soon as business conditions
warrant.
It is very difficult to asign money
values to the results of many researches which are entirely successful and it often happens that projects
undertaken are in themselves unsuccessful. It is rare, however, that the
by-products of a research do not sooner or later pay for it. Our work on
magnetic materials has been continuous since our discovery of the phenomenon of aging in 1891. Periods
have gone by when there was ilttle
apparent progress, but great strides
ihave been made from time to time, and
it is certain that our work in the development of low loss, non-aging steel
has been worth to the company all
that it has cost for all of our research
for the last ten years. Through this
work apparatus has been cheapened;
the user has better apparatus, distributing system stand-by losses have
been materially reduced, and this has
played some part in the conversation
of the Nation's fuel supplies. Who
would be able to assign even an approximate money value to the results
of such a research? It is even more
difficult to assign money values where
the results involve the materials and
processes generally applicable in the
Company's product. Very often such
results mean much more to the ultimate consumer than they do to the
organization which initiates the research through the cheapening or bettering of the product.
But I have chosen to discuss selling
research through the cheapening or
bettering of the product.
But I have chosen to discuss selling
reearch. Just what do we mean by the
term? And why should not research
o results of value be eagerly sought and
used by all who have a place for them?
Why should anything like a selling
campaign be necessary to market research results?
If selling is necessary what rules should be followed in
making the sale? Who become the
customers?
And do the customers
have to make a resale? I am not at
all certain that I can answer these
questions to my own satisfaction, let
alone to yours. If I succeed in showing you that selling research is a real
research problem, I shall have accomplished at least a part of my purpose.
It is a curious and perhaps a very
desirable trait of hunman nature that
we (to not like to accept the results of
others without checking them for ourselves to see if they be true. Perhaps
We have found errors often enough to
justify our lack of confidence.
Again the engineer who can solve
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still harder for anyone to give a real- being carried on, and to direct the
ly judicial opinion where one's own program as far as possible. and to see II
work is weighed against another's. that the results were utilized. Tile
Tlhen there is the natural inertia final result has been that the products
against new things and new methods, of this research are sold before the
and reluctance on the part of those Iresearch is complyted and any delay
responsible for a given product to in- in the work is greatly deplored by the
troduce any new elements of chance engineers who utilize the products.
into it, and anything that one has
The writer has been interested ill
not proved for himself he considers is high-tension research ever since he
more or less of a hazard.
carried on a long series of tests and
I have recently been reading the researches in connection witlh the origworks of that wonderful researclh
inal Pomona transmission in 1891
I
worker and philosopher, Henri Fabre, and 1S92. The large numlber
of proand I can commend the reading of his jects in the electrical field todlay, inI
wvorks to all engaged in research for
method, perseverance, and the ability volving such plans as the superpower I
to devise experiments, the results of transmission scheme on the Atlantic
which will tell him the truth. In no seaboard, and the long-dlistance transcase is he willing to accept the find- mission o' power in many parts or
and in other countries, with line
ings of others, whether it be a Huxley this
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or a Darwin, except as confirmed by voltages already reaching :z.zu,tUU all1U
50,000-volt
his own observations, but I, recogniz- projects onl hand for 29
ing in him a master worker, can ac- transmission, make research es in this
cept his finding in most cases witihout field necessary. We have Ihad avail
questions.
able for this work for quite a number
Selling research therefore consists of years some 500,000-volt ttransformin convincing all with whom the re- ers which could be connnected in
search worker has to do, that his re- series with the middle poinlat groundsearch is worth while doing and that ed to give 1,000,000 volts alnd results
thile results will show a gain in qual- of tests at this voltage wvere pubity or cost or performance over the lished a number of years aEgo. There
(Continued on Page 4)
methods with which the user is familI
iar. The master salesman will have
'ar less trouble than the beginner SENIORS
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USED BY LEADING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, U. S. GOV'T RESEARCH LAB'YS,
NEWSPAPERS, DEP'T STORES, ETC.
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R. 0. T. C. MEN RECEIVE
REAL TRAINING IN AIR
(Continued from Page 1)

TIREX (ALL RUBBEER)*PORTABLE CORD

the ground, with aerial

I
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A large proportion of portable tool troubles are cord failures. TIREX
wears longer than other cords and keeps the tools in operation. It always
comes back from one job ready for the next and stays in service, without
repairs, more than four times as long as fibrous covered cords.
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attacks en
rout:. This training is (lesigned with
a view to developing self-reliance, resour('efulness. sound judgment and (lecision.
I
Dances And Athletics At Camp
The reniainlder of the course will bleI
dlevote(l to photographic miissions, visu|al rctonnaisancce, fire control, bl)lloon

wvork,

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.
201 DEVONSHIRK ST., BOSTON 9
CCHICACO 0 SAN FRANCISCO
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A lIBERAL EDUCATION IN MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE

A D VA NCED MACHINE WORK

engine relpair,

-Mitchell Fieldl

is situated

next

Io

! the 5Ieadowk Hunl t Clul
andl the Imenl
will h ave opportunuities to see excep-

,tionllyil!

sgoodp)olo

liatclies.

Sadll(!e
(lesiring to ride, and a number of nearl-by

hioises

wlill t)e availabile for thoi-;

bc:lwhes furnish opportunity for swinlming- and recreation. Post daiw(,s will

IBy Robert H. Snmith
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sixth Edition Revised and Enlarged

A BOOK that has revolutionized teaching
and learning 'Machine Work.
It is used in Colleges, Technlical, Apprentice
and V ocational Schools, and Machine Shops.
WAR has taugrht, INDIVIDUALS, SHOPS
and SCHOOLS the value of TEXTBOOKS.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION BOOK CO.
Boston, U. S. A.
-- - - - - - -- - -

target practice,

wmoold working. machine slhop workl.
xhllibiailrplane
constructionII.
landl
Itions of night flying and acerobatics
w'ill be given but will not lbe palrticiIl),itel
il 1)y the students.

1,e held weekly at the canip.
A required' course in clay pligeol
shooting will be given throughouit the
.six weeks with the possibility of ha.lv.iig a prize tournament at its Cnlm)letion. A series of mnoving ])i(:tul'es
o
i1
subjects (connected with flying will h)v
shownil in conlilnetioll with Ithe vowrk.
weekly novies of tlhe lighter
niature will also be shown.
The Caiol) Commander is
,ijor,
2\llter Weaver. \. S. Further info,2niation concerning'- the sunicnier
mp

5,while

may t)e obtlinedl

froml

Captaill

('hJrlk

or Major AIcllonnell of the Militairy
6Scfiellnce Dellpartment.
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Manufactures over 200 different combinations of
windings for wireless, and develops special apparatus for special requirements. Send us your problems,
Write for Bulletin No. 237 Complete Information
Motors, Dynamotors, Generators, Motor Generators
SOLD BY PRINCIPAL DEPLERS EVERYWHERE

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
220 South Street
STAMFORD, CONN., U.S. A.
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REFLECTION
OUTDOORS or in, the college man's
clothes reflect his mind as expressed
by his choice.
Choices, always vital, imply much
when it comes to apparel. We supply not only good clothes but aids to
good taste.
From Headgear to Hosiery
everything

MACULLA
R PRKEI
D" COM PA NY
400 WASHINGTON STREET
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OF WAY THROUGH TOWN
discussed in this paper will perhaps
apply more specifically to research in
(Continued from Page 1)
and for a larger industrial organization than elsewhere but perhaps it vided especial interest.
Just before I
may apply to other phases of research the start, C. E. Brokaw '22. stilled the
as well. The first sale to be made angry mob long enough to announce
consists in convincing those who are that the Faculty was fairly certain the I
responsible for the financial part of winners would receive a degree. In
the organization that it is worth while the fray, A. C. Craig '22, and K. P.
to spend money on the research work- Coachman '22, won S. B.; an:l Pres- I I er's scheme. Those who have to deal ton Robinson '22, won a Ph.D.
iII
with this phase of the subject are well
Seniors Entertain Voluntarily
aware of the fact that such a sale is
not always easy. Hard-headed busiAt 1 o'clock a regular New Enghess men must be convinced that the land shore dinner was served at
results will yield a return before a the Hotel Pemberton. During the
specific appropriation can be obtained. meal
two
musicians
from
Bert
Those who would use the products of Lowe's orchestra furnished several
such a research must be convinced Iselections and there were numerous
that the results will effect a saving or voluntary contributions from hilarious
make a better device. A selling cam- Seniors who desired to impart a porpaign is necessary therefore from the tion of their joy to their classmates.
inception of the idea until it is fully
After dinner. there was a ball game
commercialized. The strategy of such
Course XV and Course I[
a campaign must be as varied as the |between
researches themselves and must be which was won by the former by the
governed by the circumstances under score of 5 to 3. J. WV. Kellar '22,
which the research is undertaken and |pitched .for the winners while W. B.
by the character of the customers with Gurney '22, did the honors for the
whom the research worker has to deal. losers. A second game was staged
In a large organization perhaps the between the Dirty Thirty and the
easiest selling campaign is where the Nasty Nine but the score is still in
results of the research are specifically dispute and cannot be announced.
Course I Wins Relay
requested by an individual or a group
who have need for such research reThe relay race was won by Course I
sults and no means themselves for ob- with F. A. Howlett '22, and J. W.
taining them. Perhaps the hardest Poole '22, as stars. The dormitories
sale to make is where a new device or won the tug-o'-war in one pull. T. F.
a new principle is developed indepen- Williams '22, beat J. M. Cook '22, by
(lent of the users, and where it re- three straight "knock-outs" in barrel II
quires a change in well-known meth- boxing.
The
tennis
championship
ods or products to permit its use.
went to J. P. Elliott '22, after a hard
In our laboratory we have estab- battle with AM.C. Bloom '22.
lished a group working on heat probC. D. Grover '22. won the 100 yard
lems which arise in the operation of dash, and the three legged-race was
electrical machinery, involving heat won by the Seromet brothers. The
transmission through the various parts potato race was won by L. B. Davis
of the machine, particularly the insulation, heat dissipation from surfaces, '22, and W. IV. K. Freeman '22
such as exposed parts of coils, and the teamed tip with I. V. Levine '22, as
removal of heat as by the ventilating the victors in the rescue race.
system. When this research was unDoctor Goes Jobless
dertaken, approximately six months
Although there was a doctor on
were required to establish some of the lhand throughout the dayl he had no
fundamental methods required. An- chance to practice as there was not
other considerable period was required an accident.
to convince the engineers who would
iWednes(lay
evening the Class asuse such results that the researcl
sembled at Symphony Hall for the|
worker's
figures were trustworthy. usual Pops Night.
From the m-oMany months more were required to ment the evening started until the
accumulate sufficient data to furnish last man had passed through the doors
leeigh engineers with material which there leas something continuously dothey could use to advantage. The gen- ing. At Linmes the noise from balloons
eral idea was, however. finally sold Ian(d the buzz of conversation threathis own problem is always loath to an(d a group of design engineers was
ene(l to drown out the orchestra.
utilize anotther's solution even though mrganized to confer with the research
it be a bettel one, and it is perhaps workers to follow the work as it was
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